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PAYMENT TO
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
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62-64 Enter Lane
Islandia
NY
11749

TIPS CONTACT
NAME Charlie Martin
PHONE (866) 839-8477
FAX (866) 839-8472
EMAIL tips@tips-usa.com

DISADVANTAGED/MINORITY/WOMAN BUSINESS ENTERPRISE: N

HUB: N

SERVING STATES
AL | AK | AZ | AR | CA | CO | CT | DE | DC | FL | GA | HI | ID | IL | IN | IA | KS | KY | LA | ME | MD | MA | MI | MN | MS | MO | MT |
NE | NV | NH | NJ | NM | NY | NC | ND | OH | OK | OR | PA | RI | SC | SD | TN | TX | UT | VT | VA | WA | WI | WV | WY

Overview
A2S Furnishing Systems is one of Europe’s leading school outfitters. For over 80 years, A2S has been helping
schools, pedagogues, and especially children, learn, thrive, and achieve. Our goal, that schools become inspiring
places, where both students and teachers are at ease and comfortable, has helped successfully transform educational
spaces across Europe, Scandinavia, Russia, the Middle East, China, and North Africa. A2S Furnishing Systems has
become “Der Bildungseinrichter” (The Learning Furnisher), with our 3 production German-based environmentallyfocused production locations, with 800 dedicated and talented employees. A2S – Der ‘Bildungseinrichter’ (The
Learning Furnisher), our slogan, is our commitment to develop comprehensive learning concepts that help transform
schools into spaces where everyone feels comfortable and safe. At A2S, we know that learning is an individual
process that works best when students have the ability to co-author their own learning progress independently.
Individual learning formats, becoming more popular every day, create ever-changing challenges that make it possible
for student to work in peace, in their own way, without losing sight of the overall objective. Today we support our
clients from the beginning, starting with dialogue. We learn from you, your goals, and your vision. Quickly, we are then
able to translate your vision into photorealistic room concepts. When designing, we pay close attention to zoning,
available space, room use, and acoustics. This ensures that classical lecture format, group work, partner work, and
even silent work, retreat, and relaxation, are ALL possible, in one learning environment. Over the years A2S
Furnishing Systems has developed leading furniture solutions, like our Pagholz line; an almost indestructible,
stunningly beautiful, natural-sourced composite material. Or our Flex Series; a state of the art chair several unique
design features, like our 3D spring mechanism for healthy movement and sustained comfort. Our patented Floorsafe
glides reduce the risk of slipping, while protecting floors. And our brand new Combi Series, acoustic dividers that
create flexible learning zones, can quickly and easily change to create customized educational spaces. At A2S, we
support our clients, with over 6.000 meticulously designed and crafted furniture solutions, for nearly every area within
a school, from early childhood, to higher education.
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